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ABSTRACT 
A cumulative sum test for detecting change in the transfer funct ion o f  open loop stochastic 
systems is proposed.  The test is based on the logarithmic transformation o f  the "evolut ionary 
gain- spectra" estimate. A design relation between the band width parameters o f  the evolu- 
t ionary spectral density estimate and the average run length o f  the cumulative sum test is 
obtained. This cumulative sum technique has been applied to four simulated systems, one o f  
which is complete ly  time invariant and the other remaining three had change points at different 
time points. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The cumulative sum technique (CUSUM) has been 
used in many fields of stochastic processes. Most of the 
available literature is mainly concerned with detect- 
hag f6r a change in mean of a sequence of inde- 
pendent random variables. 
Johnson [4] has suggested CUSUM control chart for 
detecting variability in the case of a sequence of in- 
dependent random variables. Priesthy and Rao [6] 
have considered a test based on testing for the 
"homogeneity" of a set of evolutionary spectra t 
different instants of time for testing the non-station- 
arity, gao and Tong [8] proposed a test for time- 
dependence in a linear open loop system based on 
the assumption that complete realization on both the 
input and output processes are given. Moreover,'in aU 
the above tests, it was assumed that a finite sample 
on the time series is available. 
However, Kao [9] has suggested a method based on 
cumulative sums to detect for a change point in the 
varhnce-covariance structure of a time series. 
This paper is aimed at suggesting one possible method 
to detect for a change point in the transfer function 
of open loop systems or equivalently to test ff a 
change has occured in the gain spectra or in phase 
spectra or in both. 
We assume that the time series considered are zero 
mean and Gaussian and belong to the family of 
oscillatory processes (for details see Priestley [5]). 
2. EVOLUTIONARY STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
In this section we review briefly the relevant main 
results of evolutionary stochastic processes and evolu- 
(*) N. A. Abd Kabbo and A. Mattar, Faculty o f  
tionary cross-spectral theory (for more details see 
Priestley [5]; Abd Rabbo and Priesdey [1], Tong [8]. 
We consider a class of discrete parameter non-sta- 
tionary processes {X t } with E(Xt) = 0, E[X~] < ®, 
all t and X t having the spectral representation 
X t= rue  icotAt(c0 )dZ(co),  ( t=0,  ± 1 . . . .  ) (2.1) 
where 7. (co) is an orthogonal process with E [dZ (co)] =0, 
EIdZ (co)12 = d/~ (co). 
If the sequence {A t (co)) has a generalize~l Fourier 
transform d HcO(0) whose modulus has an absolute 
maximum at the origin, then (Xt) is termed an 
oscillatory process and the evolutionary spectrum at 
time t with respect o the family O~ (e icot At(co)) is 
defined by 
d F t (co) = J At (co)[2 d# (co), -lr ~ co g 7r (2.2) 
It is easy to see that 
var x t = d F t (co),  
- f f  
which may be interpreted as a measure of "total- 
power" of the process (Xt) at time t, and the con- 
tribution from the frequency co, co + dco to the 
total energy is dF t (co). 
For each family O define the function BO(CO ) by 
Be(co)= J tlOlldHco(O)[, 
- f f  
which is a measure of the width of [dHco(0)l and 
assumed to be bounded tbr all co. Suppose ~ denotes 
Science, Alexandria University, Egypt. 
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the class of families of functions with respect o 
each of which (Xt) admits a spectral representation 
of the form (2.1), then we define the characteristic 
width of the process 
{Xt}, B x, by B x = sup [(sup {Be(co)))-1], 
O~" <a 
21rB x may be interpreted as the maximum time 
interval over which the process X t may be treated 
as approximately stationary. 
Consider a bivariate process {Xt, Yt) in which each 
component is an oscillatory Gaussian process with 
E (Xt) = 0, E (Xt 2) < ®, E (Yt) = 0, E (Yt 2) <-, all 
t having the representation : 
Xt = for eiWt At, x (¢~) d Zx(¢~ ),
-7/" 
(t-O, ±I ...... ) 
fn  eico t At, y (co) dZy(co) Yt = _Tr 
where 
E [dZx(co) d 7.xCco" ) = E[dZy(co) d2y(co" )] 
= r [d Zx(co ) d Zy(W')] = 0 
E[dZxCco)] = E[dZy(6O)] = 0 for w# 60' 
Eld Zx(co)l 2 = d/Jxx(¢O), E Id Zy(co) j2 = d #yy(co) 
and 
E [d Zx(co ) d2y(CO)] = d/Jxy(CO ). 
The evolutionary spectrum at time t with respect to 
the vector family {eicotAt,~co), eitcoAt,y(co)} is 
defined by 
d Ft, xy(¢O) = At,x(co ) gt,y(co ) d #xy(co) 
= E [At, x(co) d Zx(co )At, y(co) d Zy(co)] (2.3), 
dFt, xy(co) possesses a physical interpretation similar 
to that of the cross-spectrum of a bivariate stationary 
process, namely, that it represents he average value 
of the product of the amplitudes of the correspond- 
ing frequency components in the two processes. For 
non-stationary processes these amplitudes are time 
dependent. 
If the measure gxv(co) is absolutely continuous with 
respect o the I.el/ "'esgue measure, we may write, for 
each t 
d rt, xy(co) = ft, xy(co) d ¢o, 
where ft, xy(co) is the evolutionary cross-spectral 
density function of X t ~nd Yt at time t. 
The evolutionary spectral matrix at time t .with re- 
spect to the vector family {elWtAt, x(co)' elWtAt,y (°~)} 
is defined by the hermitian matrix 
ft (co) = 
ft,  (co) " ft,  y(co) 
ft, yx(co) . ft, yy (co) 
(2.4) 
where ft, xx(C°) ' ft, yy(co) are the evolutionary 
spectral density functions of X t and Yt at time t 
and ft, xy(co) is the evolutionary cross-spectral 
density function of X t and Yt" 
We may write 
ft, xy(co) = ct, xy(co) - i qt, xy(co) (2.5) 
where the real-valued functions ct, xy(co) and qt,xy(co) 
are termed the evolutionary co-spectrum and the 
evolutionary quadrature spectrum respectively. 
The estimation of ft,xx(co), ft, yy(co), ft, xy.(co) 
on the basis of a single realization from the bivariate 
process {X t, Yt), has been studied by Priestley [5], 
Tong [~], Abd Rabbo [2]. 
The estimation procedure based on the "double 
window" technique, is as follows : 
Choose a "weight sequence" {gu) satisfying 
2n ~ (gut2= fir [p(co)[2dco= 1, 
n=-~'  -7/" 
where 
I ' (co)= ~, ~e - i cou  . 
For any frequency COO' write 
- iw0(t -  u) 
Ut, x (w0) = ~ gu Xt_u e (2.6) 
U ~ --~¢~ 
-ico0 (t - u) 
gu Yt- u e (2.7) Ut y (C°O) = 
Choose another "weight sequence" {WT. (t)), 
depending on the parameter T' ,  which satisfies 
(i) W T , ( t )> 0, for allt, T" 
(ii) WT.(t ) decays to zero as It I-" ",  for all T' ,  
(2.8) 
Z W T, (t) = 1, for all T' 
(iv) • WT2. (t) < -% for all T ' .  
Write 
W~, 0 k) = ~ W T, (v)e -ixv, (2.9) 
v=-.- 
and assume there is a constant C such that 
T '~ ~I- _ 
O2 C ] Ir = T----v- [ r(co) [4d¢0 (2.10) 
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The estimates of it, x.x(60), ft, yy(60) and ft, xy(60) 
are obtained as : 
Input ~ I Linear ! : No is~e( t )  ObserVedyt°Utput 
! ! ~.,  
^ 
ft, xx(600)= ~ Wl-,,(v)[Ut_v,x(600)[ 2 (2.11) 
A 
ft, yy(600) = ~ Wl-,,(v)[ Ut_v,y(600){ 2, and 
Vm--oo  
(2.12) 
ft, xy(600) = ~ WF,,(v) Ut_v,x(600).Ut_v,y(600). 
(2.13) 
The weight sequence {W T , (t)) is usually chosen so 
that the effective "width" T' ,  of W T, (t) is much 
larger than Bg, the width of {gu ). 
ct, xy(600) and qt, xy(600) may be estimated by : 
^ 
ct, xy(600) = Re {ft, xy(600 )) (2.14) 
qt, xy(600) = Im {it, xy(600) } (2.15) 
Priestley[5] has shown that, approximately, 
^ 
E [ft,:~(60)] - ft,~x(60) 
var [it, .x(60)1 ~ 02 f2 t, xx(60) ' (2.16) 
and 
cov tit1 ' xx(601) it 2, xx(602)] - 0 if either 
(i) [601 ± 602 [ ~ bandwidth of [P(60)]2 (2.17) 
or  
(ii) It 1 - t2 [~ widthof {W T,( t ) ) .  
Rao and Tong [8] have shown that, approximately 
E [it, xy(600) ] --- f-t,xy(600), where 
f"t, xy(600) = ~ W T, (v) ft-v, xy(600)' and 
V ~ - -Qo  
^ ^ 
c°v[ft,xy(60)' fs,xy (60")] -" 0, if either 
(i) l w ± 60"} ~ bandwidth of [F(60)[ 2, 
or (2.1 8) 
(ii) { t - s} width of the weight function {W T, (t)). 
In other words, if the frequency points and time 
points are chosen sufficiently large, the evolutionary 
cross-spectral estimates are approximately uncor- 
related. 
Yt = uZ= o ht (u) X t_u + et' (3.1) 
where {Xt), {Yt) and {et) are oscillatory processes 
with assochted evolutionary spectra. 
For each fixed t, we write 
D t(60)- ~ h t(u) e -i60u, (3.2) 
U m - -~ 
where Dt(60 ) is the time dependent transfer function 
of the transformation (3.1). 
It can be shown that (Tong [8], Abd Rabbo [3]), for 
ht(u ) slowly varying over time (i.e. Gt(60 ) slowly 
changing over time) [10], 
ft, yx(60) -- Dt (60) ft, xx (w)' (3.3) 
and therefore, we may estimate D t (co), for each 
fixed t, by 
^ 
bt (60) = ft, yx (60) ' it, xx C60) * o. 
it, ~ (W) 
Write 
D t (60) = G t (60) e - i¢ t (60) (3.4) 
where G t (60) and #t (60) are termed the evolutionary 
gain-spectrtun and the evolutionary phase-spectrum. 
Then from (3.3) and (3.4), we may estimate G t (60) 
and #t(60) by : 
^2 2 1/2 
[Ct,y~(6o) + ~lt,yx (60) 1 Gt (60) = IDt (60) 1 = ^ 
ft, ~ (60) (3.5) 
St (60) = tan-1 {qt, yx (60)/Ct,yx (60) } (3.6) 
Then, we have : 
E [ct  (60)1 - Gt (60) 
E let (60)] ~ ¢t (60) 
var (fit(60)) - C 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
G t (60)  1p(60)[4 d60]fl  -1~ 
(3.9) 
t var ~'t (60) ~ 2-~ I P (60) 14 d ?2 (60) 
3. TIME-DEPENDENT OPEN LOOP SYSTEM 
Suppose we are given the linear open loop system in 
the form : 
coy ( i t  (60), Gt(60)} ~ 0 to 0 ( -~ , )  , (3.10) 
where 7(60) is the coherency spectrum between 
{Xt ) and {Yt ) 
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72(co) = [ft, yx (co)12 
[ ft,xx (co) ft, yy (co) ] 
(3.11) 
A test for time dependence of the open loop system 
has been proposed by Rao and Tong [8], based on a 
two-factor analysis of variance and on the assump- 
tion that the complete realizations on both the input 
process {Xt} and the output process {Yt) are given. 
Now consider another situation in a production 
process, As the observations (for both input and out- 
put) coming out of the line, one would be interested 
to know wether the transfer function of the black 
box is constant or changing i.e. to test ff a change 
has occured in the gain or in phase or in both. To 
know this, we propose a test based on the cumulative 
sum technique. 
4. TEST PROCEDURES 
In many cases, a logarithmic transformation may 
stabilise the variance. For example, in the case of 
stationary stochastic processes, it is well known that 
a logarithmic transformation will stabilise the vari- 
ance of the estimate of the spectral density function. 
Using this analogy,^we suggest the use of logarithmic 
transformation of Gt(co ) when testing for a change 
in the gain spectra. 
Let 
G 2 _ C f~r I1 ~(60) 14 dco 
2T" -n 
and 
1 1 (4.2) 
c (¢0) - "r 2 (~o) 
Then, from equation (3.8) it follows that : 
^ 
vat [- log G t (60) ] ~ 02 (60 @ 0, n), (4.3) 
V"/¢ (co) 
independent of t and co. 
We see that the right hand side of equation (4.3) is 
independent of Gt(w), which means that the loga- 
rithmic transformation has (approximately) stabilized 
the variance of G t (w). Also, analogously to Priestley 
and Rao [6], we may argue that the logarithmic 
transformation produces a similar normalizing effect 
on Gt (co) such that log G t (co) tends to normality 
faster than 6 t (co). 
Let 
. Gti (coj) 
Vij = l°ge ~c(~ ' (j= 1,2 ... . .  J; i=1,2  ..... I) 
(4.4) 
If the open loop system is time invariant only up to 
time t = t o (L e. a change in the structure of the sys- 
tem occurs from the time t = t o + 1 onwards), then 
we can write for each j
f flj + eij ( i :  1,2 ..... to) 
Yij : (4.5) 
a i+f l j+T i j+e i j  ( i=t  0+I  .... ), 
where the parameters {ai}, (d~j) may be interpreted 
as the main effects of time and frequency (respectively). 
The (Tij) represent an interaction between time and 
frequency. 
If we chose the time points {ti) and frequency 
points (coj) sufficiently wide apart such that the 
conditions (2.18) are satisfied, the sequence of errors 
(eij) can be treated as approximately mutually un- 
correlated, and since {Yij } are approximately jointly 
normally distributed, we may treat (eij) as inde-. 
pendent N t0, 02). 
It is now clear that testing for a change in the gain 
spectra is the same as testing for a change in the 
mean "of the sequence of independent observations 
(Yij), for each j. This suggests the use of the cumu- 
lative sum 
m 
Sm(j) = j~ l  (YiJ -/3J )' (m = 1,2 .... ) (4.6) 
If there is no change in the gain spectra (i.e. the gain 
spectra is time invariant) then E [Sm(j) ] = 0, for all j, 
otherwise E [Sm(j) ] # 0. 
Instead of using the cumulative sums for each j, we 
can use the cumulative sums of the average of Yij 
over j, 
m 
Sm= i~1 tel ' - / t ) '  (m = 1, 2,...) (4.7) 
where 
1__ ~ (4.8) 
Yi'= J j= lY i j '  
/J is some specific value (the average of the main 
effect of frequency over j). In the summation over j, 
we omit the frequencies 6o = 0 and lr because at these 
frequencies the variance is double than the rest of 
the observations.. 
If we plot S m against m (i.e. we can consider the 
points on the control chart as having cordinates 
(m, Sm)).Then the cumulative sum chart can be 
interpreted by placing a V-mask (fig. 1) over the 
chart, with the vertex, pointing forwards at a distance 
d ahead of the last plotted point on the chart, and 
with 0 as the angle between the obliques and the 
horizontal. 
Then, the change is detected if any points of the 
cumulative sum chart lie below the straight line AB 
or above the straight llne AIB 1. 
To determine 0 and d which are the dimensions of 
the V-mask, we use the sequential approach suggested 
by Johnson [4]. 
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Fig. 1. 
In our case, it is clear that, when the null hypoth- 
esis is true each Yi. is distributed as N (B, ~) ,  
where B= 1 ~ 3j and o 2 is given by equationa (4.1). 
J j= l  ? 
Otherwise Yi. is distributed as N (B + 8 i, -~) ,  
where8 i=a  i+  j J= lT i j "  
Assume that the change if any, in the mean of Yi. 
is constant 8 i = 8 (say) all L 
If a 2 is known, then in this case the problem is 
reduced to test the null hypothesis 
Thus for this value of a 2, we get 
d= 4 ( h ' ) loga /2  (4.14) 
382  J T"  
If the absolute change in the mean level 8 which the 
V-mask is desired to detect, the significance level a 
and the bandwidth ratio (Th--7). are known, the average 
run length 'of the cumulative sum test (d) can be 
obtained. Similarly, we can use the cumulative sum 
test for.detecting change in the phase spectra, 
write 
^ 
0ti (¢oj) 
X i j -  x~c(¢oi) , 0=1,2  ....... J , i= l ,2  ..... I) 
. /  
Then from equation (3.9), it follows that 
var (Xij) = 0 2 (¢o , O, ~r) (4.16) 
independent of i and j. 
Then we can use the cumulative sum 
m 
S* = • (Xi.-#*7, (m=1,2  . . . .  ) (4.17) 
m i=1 
where ~*is some specific value. 
Then the change, if any, in the phase spectra can be 
detected by using a similar sequential technique as 
used for detecting a change in the gain spectra. 
H 0 : E(Yi) =B i H I :E (Y i )  =B+6'  ~ ~0.  
Using the sequential approach suggested by Johnson 
[4], we obtain approximate xpressions for the pa- 
rameters d and 0 of  the V-mask, namely 1. 
tan 0 = 8/2 (4.9) 
2. 
d=-  2a 2 loga/2 (4.10 7 
J8 2 
where a is the probability of type (I) error. 
If the sequences {gu) and (W T, (u)} are choosen 3. 
in the form 
1 {u} ~ h (4.11) 4. 
24 - 
gu = 
0 lul > h 
5. 
(4.12) 
TI-~ lui  ~ T ' /2  
WT'(U)=/0 [ul > T ' /2  
Then from equation (4.1), we f'md that 
o2= 2h (4.13) 
3T '  
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APPENDIX -- NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION 
Artificial time series have been generated from which 
four simulated open-loop systems have been con- 
structed. These systems have been denoted by A, B, 
C, and D. The proposed cumulative sum test is then 
applied on these open-loop systems. 
A stationary time series X 0 (t = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  ) is gener- 
ated from the second orde t autoregressive model 
X~+2-0"8Xt  0+1 + 0"4X~t= Z0 +2 '  ( t=0,1 ,2  .... ) 
(1) 
where the {Z 0 } are independent variables each has 
the distribution N(0,1002). A uniformly modulated 
process (input) (Xt) is generated from 
- 5oo)2  
xt = [e 2120012 i XOt, ( t=0,1 ,2  .... ) (2 )  
Another uniformly modulated process (noise) {e t} 
which is independent of {X t } is generated from 
et=~e-0"001t  ~ e0 , ( t=0,1 ,2  .... ) (3 )  
with 
eO+2- 0.01e0+1 + 0.05 eOt= Z;+2, (t-- 0,1,2 .... ) 
(4) 
in which the {Z~ ) are independent variables each 
having the distribution N(0,102). 
EXAMPLE 
System "A" (Time invariant) 
We consider the following open-loop system tin 
discrete time) 
Y t+ l  =Xt  + Xt-1 + et+l ,  ( t=1,2  .... ) (5) 
where {Xt} and (et} as defined above. 
System "B" 
We consider this open-loop system to be defined as 
follows 
Y t+ l  =Xt  + Xt-1 + et+l ,  ( t=1,2, . . . ,400) 
(6) 
Yt + 1 = Xt + 1/2 cos (t/100) X t_ l  + et + 1 ' 
( t=401,402 .... ) 
Note that in this open-loop ~ystem a change has been 
introduced at time t = 400. 
System "C" 
This open-loop system is def'med by 
Yt + 1 = Xt + Xt - 1 + et + 1' (t = 1, 2 ..... 500) 
(7) 
Yt + 1 = Xt + 1/2 cos (t/100)X t _ 1 + et + 1' 
(t = 501, 502 .... ) 
In this system a change point has been introduced 
at t = 500. 
System "D" 
This open-loop is as follows : 
Yt + 1 = X t + Xt-  1 + et + 1' (t = 1, 2 ..... 600) 
(8) 
Yt +1 = Xt + 1/2c°s (t/100) X t_ l  + et +1 ' 
(t = 601, 602 ... .  ) 
In this system a change point has been introduced 
at t = 600. 
In this example we have used the slowly changing 
time dependent Filter. 
f 
l, for u=0 
hlt(U) = 1/2 cos (t/lO0), u = 1 (9) 
0 otherwise. 
Artificial realizations of the processes were constructed. 
Estimates of ft, xx(Co), ft, yy(CO) were obtained for 
t= 50,(50),950 co= lr t3zr ~ 19~r 
' 20 '~20 J ' -2"6 - "  
For this estimation, we have used the weight sequence 
r l /T"  , -1 /2T< t,g 1/2T" 
W T • (t) 
1 0 otherwise, 
with T" = 50 and gu has the form 
,u>h,  h - -7  
For this analysis we fred 
a 2 = 7/75. 
We note that we have chosen the points {ti), {~j) 
with the spacing between the {ti} being 50 and tlie 
spacing between the {¢oi} being 31r/20 so that the 
estimates are approximately uncorrehted. 
The estimates ~t(co) and ~t(co) were obtained on 
using (3.5 and 3.6). We then compute Yij as follows: 
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^ 
log (60j7 Gt i 
Yij = V~c (~j) 
where 
1 1), 
(~j) = ( ~2 (60j) 
1 Z I0 ,~2(60j)+ 1 I ^2 
q~2(60j) = I0 i=1 ~ i~=Io+1 7i (60J)' 
I 0 is the change point. 
I fti, yx (60 j ) I  2 
"fi(60J) = [~ti, x x (60) ~ti , yy (607} 
As the system is unknown, implying that 7(60 7 is 
also unknown, so we have replaced 7(60;) by ~(60:) 
. . . . .  J J m computmg YF and this submtutxon as we have 
J 
seen from the results of our numerical analysis does 
not affect the validity of the test. This substitution 
has also been used by [2] on his test for time de- 
pendence of open-loop systems. 
The reference value/~ is taken to be : 
Gti ,, + I~ , 1__ I~ log (60j7 7 lo 8 Gt2 (60j)] g= 
14 j=l ~ (60j7 j=l ~/~ (60j) J 
with t I = 50 and t 2 = 100. 
Table (1) gives the cumulative sum S m, (m' = 1, 2, 
. . . .  17 7 for each of the four open-loop systems 
m 
Sm=i~ 3 (~ -#7,  
where ^ 
7 log Gtl (60j) 
Y I=- -Z  
j =1 ~/a (60j) 
(1 = 50L i = 3,4 ...... 19) 
m" = (m- 27 
SCALING 
One unit on the horizontal axis is taken to be five 
units on the vertical axis. 
Table 1 
System 
S m • 
A B C D 
1. 0.0205 0.0236 0.0084 0.0177 
2. 0.0443 0.0640 0.0339 0.0436 
3. -0.0873 -0.0985 -0.1178 -0.0974 
4. -0.1032 -0.1046 -0.1319 -0.1067 
5. -0.1443 -0.1636 -0.2029 -0.1628 
6. -0.2620 -0.2020 -0.3249 -0.2805 
7. -0.3075 -0.4627 -0.3825 -0.3292 
8. " -0.6146 -1.0216 -0.5177 -0.6303 
9. -0.5460 -1.1175 -0.6599 -0.5672 
10. -0.7343 -1.3605 -0.9478 -0.7348 
11. -0.7908 -1.5532 -1.1891 -0.9965 
12. -0.9440 -1.7438 -1.4270 -1.2513 
13. -0.9152 -1.8711 -1.5942 -1.4271 
14. -1.0262 -2.2424 -2.0260 -1.8804 
15. -0.9890 -2.3483 -2.1809 -2.0496 
16. -1.0187 -2.5803 -2.4554 -2.3443 
17. -1.0704 -2.8618 -2.7845 -2.6875 
Re~er -  
ence -0.2254 -0.'2608 -0.2308 -0.2255 
value/~ 
The behaviour of the cumulative sum paths, for the 
four systems can be discussed from the figures. 
System A is time invariant and so we do not expect 
any change in the system. From fig. (1.17 we see that 
the whole path is completely contained in the V-mask 
with parameter d= 10.3, 0'= 14 ° , which confirms that 
no change in the system has occured. 
A change at m=6 has been introduced in system B. 
This change is clearly noticeable from fig. (1.27 since 
most of the points of the cumulative sum lie above 
the upper limb of the V-mask with parameter d=10.3, 
0" = 14 °, Ca = 0.05). 
A change at m = 8 has been introduced in system C. 
This change is also clear from fig. (1.3). Most of the 
points of the cumulative sum lie above the upper limb 
of V-mask with parameters d = 10.3, 0" = 14 °. 
For the system D the change has been introduced at 
m = 10, which is confmlaed, since most of the points 
of the cumulative sum lie above the upper limb of the 
V-mask with parameters d= 10.3, 0 '= 14 °, £zg. (1.4). 
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Fig. 1.2. Fig. 1.4. 
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